Abstract. We investigate the distribution of digits of large prefixes of the expansion of irrational algebraic numbers to different bases.
Borel's conjecture and normal numbers
Let b ≥ 2 be a positive integer and let α be a real number in the interval (0, 1). Then α is said to be normal to base b if the sequence of fractional parts of the numbers b n · α is uniformly distributed modulo 1. An equivalent, and perhaps more intuitive, definition of normality is: Write the expansion of α mod 1 to base b as α 1 
. , b − 1}
N is said to be ∞-equidistributed [37] if, for each m and , there is a natural number N m, such that for all N > N m, , the prefix of s of length N is (m, )-equidistributed. A number is b-normal if its b-ary expansion is equidistributed; a number is normal if it is b-normal for all integers b ≥ 2.
Let the real number with b-ary expansion s be s r ; it is easy to see that a sequence s ∈ {0, . . . , b − 1} N is ∞-equidistributed iff the sequence of real numbers (b n s r ) is equidistributed modulo 1 in the sense of Weyl [38] , that is, if for all 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1, we have 
Clearly, if s ∈ {0, . . . , b − 1}
N is ∞-equidistributed, we may prefix any finite sequence of elements from {0, . . . , b − 1} to s and obtain another ∞-equidistributed sequence; the only thing that has changed is that, for each m, the constant N m, at which |N x /N − b −k | < may have changed. Our point of interest in this paper is how small N m, is for concrete algebraic numbers as a function of b, m and . Observe that experimental results are formally meaningless in this regard: It is unknown whether the algebraic numbers we consider are b-normal to any base, and even if N m, is "small" for the prefixes of the expansions we consider, larger prefixes might conceivably require larger values of N m, (indeed, would likely have to, if the numbers are not normal). However, the empirical results for small values of k do look striking; see Section 5.
Throughout this paper, we shall consider an of 0.05 · b −k . That is, we tolerate a deviation of 5 percent from the "probability" required by an equidistribution. Our choice of the exact value of 0.05 carries no significance, beyond being a small number.
Classes of algebraic numbers.
We briefly describe the classes of polynomials considered in this paper.
Definition 2.3.
A Pisot-Vijayaraghavan number (also called a Pisot number ) is a real number > 1 that is a root of an irreducible monic polynomial such that all conjugate roots have magnitude < 1.
A Salem number is a real number > 1 that is a root of an irreducible monic polynomial such that all conjugate roots have magnitude ≤ 1 and at least one conjugate root has magnitude exactly 1.
The standard reference on both Pisot-Vijayaraghavan and Salem numbers is [13] ; various fundamental properties of the two classes of numbers are proved in [22, 27] . Investigations into different subclasses of the Salem numbers can be found in [21, 12] , and a survey of some recent appearances of Salem numbers in geometry and arithmetic can be found in [30] .
The least Pisot number is the so-called Plastic constant-the unique real root of the polynomial x 3 − x − 1, approximately 1.32472. A better known example is the Golden number-the largest-magnitude root of the polynomial x 2 − x − 1, approximately 1.61803.
The least known Salem number is Lehmer's constant-the largest real root of Lehmer's polynomial
17628. Unlike Pisot numbers-where the least number in the class is known-it is not even known whether the class of Salem numbers is bounded properly away from 1 [30] .
To compare the distribution of digits in Pisot and Salem numbers with other algebraic numbers, we define the following class of polynomials: Definition 2.4. A simply positive polynomial is a polynomial on the form
where c 1 , . . . , c n−1 are positive integers.
Note that a simply positive polynomial P (x) is monic. Proof. Observe that any positive real root of P (x) must occur in the region |x| ≤ 1/c 1 ≤ 1. As P (0) = −1 and P (1) ≥ 0, P (x) must have at least one positive real root by the Intermediate Value Theorem. As any rational number p/q has minimal polynomial qx − p, and as the minimal polynomial will divide any polynomial in which p/q is a root, the only possible rational roots of P (x) are 1 and −1; if P (x) has degree at least 2, we have P (1) > 0, leaving −1 as the only possible rational root. Hence, simply positive polynomials of degree ≥ 2 have at least one irrational root in the interval (0, 1).
By the above observations, the largest positive real root for a simply positive polynomial P (x) of degree ≥ 2 must also be in the interval (0, 1). Hence, the minimal polynomial of a Pisot or Salem number cannot divide P (x), as P (x) would then have a real root strictly greater than 1. Thus, neither Pisot numbers, nor Salem numbers, nor any conjugate elements of Pisot or Salem numbers can be roots of simply positive polynomials of degree ≥ 2. Proposition 2.6. Let P (x) be a simply positive polynomial of degree ≥ 2. Then the irrational root of P (x) in the interval (0, 1) is not the square root of any integer.
Proof. If an irrational square root were a root of P (x), then a polynomial of the form
By Propositions 2.5 and 2.6, the class of simply positive polynomials is distinct from the classes Pisot and Salem numbers, and from the class of square roots.
The final class considered in this paper is the set of positive irrational square roots of positive integers, that is, the positive real roots of x 2 = l where l = r 2 for any natural number r. These are well-known and we do not describe them further.
2.3. Circularized sequences. To make our notation simpler, we take inspiration from Good and Gover [31] and make use of "circularized" versions of sequences of digits. 
(that is, the block wraps around the end of s). Recall that N x denotes the number of times x occurs in s. 
Thus, for fixed block size m, the difference in frequency is negligible for large values of N .
If the blocks of s are "close" to being equidistributed, we expect, for large N , the frequency of every x ∈ {0, . . . , b − 1} m to be approximately b −m . Unless explicitly stated, we shall perform all analyses on sequences that have been circularized.
Statistical tests
We compute two statistics for every block size of every number: Maximum relative block frequency deviation, and the generalized serial statistic. The maximum relative frequency deviation is the maximal deviation of the frequency of occurrence of a given m-block of digits from the value b −m predicted by equidistribution. The generalized serial statistic is a variation of the χ 2 -statistic for multinomial distributions.
We will use each statistic to test whether the deviation differs from pure equidistribution; hence non-parametric tests are needed. Of the many such tests, each associated with a distance metric on an appropriate set of distributions, we considered the Anderson-Darling, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, and Siegel-Tukey tests, finding all of them prohibitively resource-consuming to compute for the very large data sets we have (each block in s corresponds to a datum, resulting in data sets approximately the same size as the number of digits that we compute; see Section 4 below).
Hence, we employ only the two statistics mentioned in the previous section; each of these can be computed fairly efficiently. 
Maximum relative block frequency deviation.
We then define the maximum relative block frequency deviation, denoted Δ s,m,b by: 
Proof. Straightforward calculations.
The maximum relative deviation for 1 ≤ k < m is thus bounded by the maximum relative deviation for m. Consequently, in the presentation of the statistical results below, we only report the relative deviations for the maximum block sizes we have considered.
Generalized serial test. The generalized serial statistic is often used for sequences of characters [31] , and is defined as:
where the sequence s is circularized. On account of the similarity of the above formula to the χ 2 -statistics, it is tempting to assume that ψ 2 s,m,b has an asymptotically tabular χ 2 -distribution. This is, however, not the case [31] . To circumvent this problem, and to interpret the generalized serial test, one can make a small change by passing to the following statistics [16, 31] :
where ψ Non-parametric tests using the statistics. As we do not compare the hypothesis of equidistribution to an a priori set of alternative candidate distributions, we cannot use simple distance measures to find the best fitting candidate distribution. Instead, we (admittedly arbitrarily) fix a "rejection level" of 0.05 for both of the statistics we use (for the generalized serial test, this corresponds exactly to a significance level of α = 0.05), explained in the text below. The reader accustomed to χ 2 -tests for significance should note that for goodnessof-fit, larger values of α are more stringent than lower values (we reject the null hypothesis more often with α = 0.05 than with α = .01).
3.1. Least prefix size. For each of the statistics, it is to be expected that the digit distribution in the "short" prefixes of the b-ary expansion of a number will have larger deviation from the values expected from an equidistribution than "long" prefixes. The following definition is an attempt to quantify this effect.
Definition 3.6. Let s, t ∈ {0, . . . , b − 1}
* ; write t s if t is a prefix of s.
* be a predicate on the set of finite sequences. We say that s ∈ {0, . . . , b − 1} * has least prefix size k for P if k is the least natural number with k ≤ |s| such that every prefix of s of size ≥ k satisfies P ; in that case, we write lps P (s) = k.
If no k satisfying the above exists, we write lps P (s) = ∞.
Thus, lps P (s) is the least prefix size such that all larger prefixes of s satisfy P . Also observe that it is possible for many prefixes of s to satisfy P even though lps P (s) = ∞.
We consider two predicates P corresponding to the two statistics we consider, namely the predicates that are true iff the (i) relative block frequency deviation is at most 0.05, respectively iff (ii) the ∇ψ 2 -goodness-of-fit test holds at α = 0.05. These correspond to the following least prefix sizes:
• lps Δ (s): The least prefix size where the maximal relative frequency deviation is at most 0.05.
The least prefix size where the upper one-sided ∇ψ 2 -goodnessof-fit statistic holds at significance level α = 0.05.
Computing prefixes of expansions of algebraic numbers: Practical considerations
Unlike root-finding methods from traditional numerical analysis (see e.g. [28] ), we need algorithms for arbitrary precision arithmetic. We implemented three classic root-finding methods: Newton's Method, Laguerre's Method, the Power Method, and a variation of the Laguerre's Method due to Gupta and Mittal [33] . The efficiency of the methods were compared to each other and to the root-finder MPSolve [18] , itself able to compute digits of integer polynomials substantially faster than the current standard crop of arbitrary-precision root finders, in particular, Mathematica's NSolve, Maple's fsolve, and PARI's rootpol [17] . We did not compare the speed of the methods to alternatives known to have performance superior to MPSolve in special cases such as high-degree or dense polynomials (for example Eigensolve [29] ), as most polynomials we consider have low degree.
The output of all implemented methods were compared to MPSolve for correctness; performance comparison was performed by tabulating total CPU time for computing the binary expansion of the largest-magnitude root of the polynomial, for prefixes of sizes 2 15 through 2 26 bits with prefix size doubled in each increment. On the polynomials tested in this paper, it was found that an optimized version of Laguerre's method clearly outperformed the rest in terms of total CPU time used, and was hence subsequently used to compute all roots to high precision.
The computation of each root was performed by using MPSolve to compute 2 12 stable bits of the root and subsequently seeding an implementation of Laguerre's method with the first 2 11 bits as a start guess to compute the remaining bits. The last 2 11 bits of the MPSolve solution was used for verification of the output from Laguerre's method. A slight optimization compared to the classic version of Laguerre's method (see for example [1] ) was employed: The precision of the floating point number containing the root was extended by a factor of 3 in each iteration of the algorithm, hence extending the precision in line with the expected rate of convergence. The implementation was performed exclusively in the programming language Python using the GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library (GMPlib).
For rapid computation of the roots, we elected to compute root sizes indexable by the software packages used (at most 2 31 − 1 bits per root). All source code has been made available under the GNU public license at http://www.diku.dk/~simonsen/submissions/polysource.zip, or can be obtained by contacting either author.
Hardware and timing. The experiments were performed on two machines for computation and a separate database server. The machines used were a 2.66 GHZ Intel Core2 Quad Q9450 with 8 GB memory (four cores) and a 3.0 GHZ Intel Core2 Duo E8400 with 2 GB memory (two cores); all machines ran on the Linux operating system (Ubuntu Server 9.04).
The typical computation of expanding the representation of a root to 2·3 18 stable bits was completed in just below 20 minutes per root, thus allowing for computation of approximately 18 roots/hour on a total of 6 cores.
Attempts to compute the expansion to a higher precision (> 2 · 3 18 ) yielded overflow errors due to the GMPlib Python wrapper's hardcoded 32-bit integer representation of bit-sizes. Note that this limitation occurs solely in the Python wrapper, GMPy-GMPlib specifies the corresponding type as an 64-bit unsigned long, hence using a different wrapper would very likely overcome this problem. Figure 1 on the next page shows the time used to compute 2 x bits of the expansion of several Pisot and Salem numbers. The graphs strongly suggest that computation of n bits takes O(n) time for n > 2 20 . Figure 1 . Benchmarks for Pisot numbers (top) and Salem numbers (bottom). Note the asymptotically affine relationship between precision and time used to compute the roots to the desired precision. Scientific e notation is used for exponentiation (xey = x·10 y ).
Practical limitations. Due to resource constraints, computation to one precise digit of the least prefix size lps P (s) for the two statistics is not realistically possible for all |s| prefixes. Instead, we introduce a "scaling number" D that defines a smaller number of prefixes to use in the computation of lps P (s), and thereby its precision:
We only compute lps P (s) for the prefixes of digits with largest index (i+1)· |s|/D for 0 ≤ i ≤ D. Thus, |s| is divided into D "chunks", each of size |s|/D , and we thus only consider D < |s| distinct prefixes instead of |s|. For illustration, Table 1 lists examples of prefixes in base 2 and base 10. We found D = 2 20 = 1, 048, 576 to be the highest number of divisions feasible with the hardware at hand. With this D, the deviation of the lps P (s) given in the tables from its true value is at most |s|/D = (2 · 3 18 )/2 20 = 738 bits, or less than (2 · 3 18 ) · log 10 (2) /2 20 = 222 decimals. Prefixes of a 32 bit long root with 4 divisions. In base 10, each of the roots has 9 decimals, however, only 9 − (9 mod D) = 8 decimals are used.
Experimental results
For each of the statistical tests, we use a fixed report format. An arrow ↑ indicates that a value exceeds the maximum of its expected range. Space restrictions prevent us from showing the results for all numbers individually in the main paper; all tables may be found in the online supplementary document "An Experimental Investigation of the Normality of Irrational Algebraic Numbers: Results and Tables".
For illustration, consider Table 2 for the Plastic constant in base 10 (scientific e notation is used for exponentials, xey = x · 10 y ): Note in the above table that lps() is much smaller than the number of decimals in the largest prefix computed; that is, the prefixes stabilize very quickly to be within the 0.05 tolerance of the statistics considered. Furthermore, observe that block size 5 exceeds the 0.05 tolerance for the relative frequency deviation: There is a block of 5 decimals (e.g. 98144) that occurs either strictly more often than 1.05 · 10 −5 · |s| times, or strictly less than 0.95 · 10 −5 · |s| times. To ascertain whether the sequences of digits stabilize quicker for low-or highdegree polynomials, we plotted lps Δ (s) against the degrees of the polynomials for each class of numbers (taking averages in case several polynomials were of identical degree). Using plain eyeballing, no clear tendencies were observed, and very high variations in lps Δ (s) were observed for polynomials of identical degree; we did not perform statistical tests to find possible correlations between the degrees and lps(s). For illustration, the plots for Pisot numbers to bases 7 and 10 and block size 1 are shown in Figure 2 . Table 3 shows the number of polynomials failing at least one statistical test (bases are vertical, block sizes horizontal). The following summarizes the results for the maximum relative frequency deviation test:
Summary of results.
• All tested numbers pass the relative frequency deviation test in bases 2, 3, 5 and 7 for block sizes 1 through 5.
• All tested numbers pass the relative frequency deviation test in base 10 for block sizes 1 through 4.
• All tested numbers fail the relative frequency deviation test in base 10 for block size 5.
The failures in Table 3 for small block sizes are thus due almost exclusively to the generalized serial test. The specific numbers failing the generalized serial test in each base are listed in Table 5 in Appendix A. Table 4 below shows the numbers that pass all tests for block sizes 1 through 4 in all of the bases 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10.
In summary, the results seem to lend experimental credence to Borel's conjecture: 92 numbers pass all tests up to block size 4 in all considered bases, and all numbers pass the maximum relative frequency deviation test up to this block size. 
Suggestions for future work
While we have used the fairly pedestrian block frequency deviation as well as the generalized serial test, it is conceivable that using different metrics for the distance between the experimental distribution and equidistribution could yield a (slightly) different picture for the prefix sizes considered in this paper, but we do not expect so.
Certain algebraic numbers, perspicuously the Golden Number, have been computed to much greater precision than in this paper (see http://numberworld.org for current records; at the time of writing, both the Golden Number and √ 2 were computed to a precision of 10 15 decimals). We believe the precision of our rootfinding to be close to what is realistically possible on current off-the-shelf sequential hardware, if experiments are to be conducted on larger sets of numbers over a time frame of weeks. One would expect the precision to increase by several orders of magnitude on current parallel hardware or on a grid, but it is not a priori clear how difficult this would be with current algorithms or software packages. It is possible that current software packages such as GMP may scale to higher precision, and may be straightforwardly parallelizable, but we have not been able to ascertain this. Note that the root-finding algorithms employed in this paper need to perform arbitrary-precision divisions that we currently do not know how to split and delegate across processors, though it is likely that it can be done.
As possible future work, we suggest that efforts be made not only to find a proof of Borel's conjecture, but to find a constructive such proof, preferably in the sense of computable analysis [48] where a computable modulus of convergence of the distribution of digits to equidistribution can be found. Such a proof would enable immediate computation of the number of digits needed to obtain a digit distribution within any desired, small deviation from pure equidistribution. Appendix B. Tables of polynomials   Table 6 . List of numbers (given by their minimal polynomial)
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